Beyond the diffraction limit: far-field fluorescence imaging with ultrahigh resolution
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Fluorescence microscopy is an important and extensively utilised tool for imaging biological systems. However, the image resolution that can be obtained has a limit as defined through the laws of diffraction. Demand for improved resolution has stimulated research into developing methods to image beyond the diffraction limit based on far-field fluorescence microscopy techniques. Rapid progress is being made in this area of science with methods emerging that enable fluorescence imaging in the far-field to possess a resolution well beyond the diffraction limit. This review outlines developments in far-field fluorescence methods which enable ultrahigh resolution imaging and application of these techniques to biology. Future possible trends and directions in far-field fluorescence imaging with ultrahigh resolution are also outlined.

Introduction

The term fluorescence was introduced by George Stokes in 1852 to describe the red light that was emitted from the mineral fluorspar when illuminated by an ultraviolet light source. Following this it was found that a large number of materials fluoresce when irradiated with ultraviolet and visible radiation. In order to observe the fluorescence emission from materials on small length scales work was undertaken to utilise the technique of optical microscopy. This approach enabled Köhler et al. in 1904 to build what is considered to be the first fluorescence microscope.1 Developments in fluorescence microscopy were sufficient by the 1930’s to enable imaging of fluorescent components in bacterial cells.2 Today, the technique of fluorescence microscopy is an essential tool in biology and the biomedical sciences due to attributes that are not readily available in other methods of microscopy.

Fluorescence microscopy enables spatial selection of specific areas in a biological sample to be imaged by directing the radiation source to the specified region and then collecting the resulting fluorescence (as outlined schematically for a cell in Fig. 1). However, this ability to spatially select the area of study has a physical limit, the diffraction limit. Abbe at the end of the 19th century showed that the smallest distance that can be resolved between two lines using an optical microscope had a limit which is referred to commonly as the diffraction limit.3,4 The diffraction limit is proportional to the wavelength and inversely proportional to the angular distribution of the light observed. This means that any optical microscope has a theoretical limit to its resolution. The resolution limit is often described by the minimal fluorescence spot size, which is calculated using the mathematical function referred to as the point-spread function (PSF).5 The diffraction limit originates from the fact that it is impossible to focus light to a spot smaller than approximately half the excitation wavelength. In practice this means that the maximal resolution (as expressed through the PSF) in fluorescence microscopy is ca. 250 nm.

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing outlining spatial selectivity in an animal cell achievable with laser induced fluorescence microscopy, shown on the left. On the right, a schematic drawing outlining the diffraction limit spot size.
The demand in biology for improved resolution has stimulated research into creating fluorescence microscopy techniques that exceed the diffraction limit. A number of fluorescence microscopy techniques have demonstrated images with a resolution well beyond this limit. Different approaches to enable fluorescence microscopy to image with ultrahigh resolution beyond the diffraction limit have now emerged. These methods can be divided into near-field and far-field techniques. Near-field fluorescence microscopy is a powerful imaging technique that enables images to be recorded with resolution well beyond the diffraction limit by detecting fluorescence from the sample surface using a nanometre sized tip. However, in many applications in the life sciences collecting the light far away from the sample is required.

This has stimulated research into developing methods to image beyond the diffraction limit based on far-field fluorescence microscopy techniques. Rapid progress is being made in this area of science with methods enabling fluorescence images taken in the far-field to possess a resolution down to tens of nanometres. These developments in far-field fluorescence microscopy are opening up a new area in optical instrumentation. This review centres on far-field fluorescence methods which enable ultrahigh resolution imaging, outlining developments in experimental techniques and applications of these techniques to biology. Future possible trends and directions in fluorescence imaging with ultrahigh resolution are also outlined.

Far-field fluorescence imaging with ultrahigh resolution

Techniques based on far-field fluorescence microscopy have emerged that have successfully enabled ultrahigh resolution fluorescence imaging beyond the diffraction limit. The use of linear fluorescence methods and non-linear fluorescence methods based on such phenomena as standing waves and saturable transitions have been successfully utilised to enable ultrahigh resolution far-field fluorescence imaging. In addition, techniques using mathematical determination and advanced optics have also been applied to enable fluorescence imaging with ultrahigh resolution in the far-field.

The use of linear processes

Standing wave fluorescence microscopy

A fluorescence microscopy technique using standing waves was shown by Bailey et al. in 1993 to enable sub-diffraction limited fluorescence imaging. This method called standing wave fluorescence microscopy (SWFM) provides a method with high spatial resolution coupled with high imaging speed, based on wide-field imaging.

In SWFM excitation light is split into two and directed into the each of two objectives in a counter propagation alignment (as shown in Fig. 2). The counter propagating beams interfere to create the standing wave field. The relative phase of each of the beams is controlled by changing the path length the light travels using a piezoelectric shift of the beam splitter which can shift the standing wavefield with a resolution of tens of nanometres. In this way SWFM is able to image with an axial resolution down to 50 nm.

There are several challenges to be overcome using SWFM. One of the draw backs of this method is that it requires samples with a thickness of the order of the wavelength of the excitation light i.e. as thin as a single standing wave. This limits the range of samples that can be studied with this technique. A number of experimental challenges exist that limits the image quality that can be obtained using SWFM. Defocusing, aberrations and irregularities on surfaces all can cause deformations in the standing wavefront planes which create poor image quality and reduce the image resolution. However, methods have been developed to overcome some of these issues. It has been demonstrated that the use of polarisation and carefully chosen optics eliminates deformations in the standing wavefront planes which with image processing algorithms has enabled enhancement in image quality.

Fig. 2 Schematic drawings of experimental set ups for (a) standing wave fluorescence microscopy (SWFM), (b) combined standing wave fluorescence microscopy and total internal-reflection fluorescence microscopy (SW-TIRFM), (c) parallelised multi photon 4Pi-confocal microscopy (MMM-4Pi), (d) stimulated emission depletion fluorescence microscopy (STED).
SWFM has been applied successfully to a number of different biological systems. Bailey et al. recorded sub-diffraction limited images of the living growth phase 3T3 fibroblasts containing a fluorescent analogue of smooth myosin II enabling the myosin aggregates to be more clearly resolved compared to traditional fluorescence microscopy. Freimann et al. used SWFM to study antibody stained dry cells, examining the distribution of z-smooth muscle actin near a nucleus with a resolution superior to that achieved by conventional fluorescence microscopy. The image resolution provided by SWFM was applied by Abraham to determine the thickness of lamellipodia of migrating fibroblasts in living cells. The reported thickness was measured to be below 200 nm. In addition to these studies of structural biology, studies of protein dynamics using SWFM has been performed. Davis and Bardeen used two-photon SWFM to study the diffusive motion of DNA-containing chromatin in live cells and isolated nuclei. The diffusion processes studied centred on understanding the interactions of histone proteins with DNA which occurred on 100 nm length scales that was accessible when imaging using two-photon SWFM. These studies demonstrated that the ultrahigh image resolution achievable using SWFM enabled better understanding of fundamental questions related to structural biology and also to protein biology.

An interesting development in SWFM instrumentation was demonstrated by Peter So and colleagues who coupled SWFM with total internal-reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy, producing a technique referred to as SW-TIRFM. SW-TIRFM provides extended image resolution by using the property of a standing evanescent wave’s effective wavelength. The standing evanescent wave has an effective wavelength of \( \lambda/2\sin\theta \). The physical resolution in the evanescent region of the low-index material is now defined by the wavelength of light in the high-index material which is increased by \( n \) compared to traditional microscopy. Using this approach selective excitation of the sample under study is achieved with a spatial resolution of around 100 nm. In addition, the technique generates low levels of background fluorescence and minimum exposure of samples to light above the evanescent excitation area. Experimentally, SW-TIRFM uses a single objective with a laser excitation source and CCD detection system as shown in Fig. 2. This technique allows images to be collected rapidly with accumulation times well under 1 s. SW-TIRFM was used by Gliko et al. to determine the size of biological nanostructures in living cells with a spatial resolution of less than 100 nm.

4Pi microscopy

4Pi microscopy was proposed in 1992 by Hell and Stelzer as a method of improving image resolution beyond the diffraction limit. This technique, called 4Pi in reference to \( 4\pi r^2 \), uses a standing wave field obtained in the focus of a microscope via two overlapping collimated laser light sources to generate images with sub-diffraction limited resolution.

4Pi is a confocalisation fluorescence technique. 4Pi images are accompanied by image aberrations (specifically, axial side lobes) created from the inability of the two aligned objectives to provide a full spherical solid angle. It has been found that these side lobes can be suppressed through the use of confocalisation. This approach when used in combination with multiphoton excitation reduces the presence of axial side lobes and provides a higher contrast of the interference pattern. Combining confocalisation and multiphoton excitation in this way is known as multiphoton 4Pi confocal microscopy. In addition it was found that the utilisation of specific imaging algorithms i.e. an optical transfer function has been shown to significantly enhance the spatial resolution for multiphoton 4Pi confocal microscopy images.

In 4Pi microscopy samples are required to be thin, of the order of 200 nm, for the light to effectively transverse the sample. The laser excitation source is split into two arms of equal path length with the resulting fluorescence directed to a photodetector. The sample is illuminated by focusing excitation light through both objective lenses in a coherent manner onto the same spot and/or by coherently detecting the emerging fluorescence light through both lenses. The result of this is that constructive interference of the two focused light fields produces an excitation point below the diffraction limit. The technique requires the use of a confocal microscope and consequently the sample is scanned through the focal spot to build an image. This requires the use of a scanning stage and leads to long accumulation times. A closely related technique called I 5M microscopy using interfering illumination and detection performed in the wide-field has enabled faster data acquisition and up to a 50% increase in fluorescence detection. However, the lack of confocal or multiphoton excitation results in high side lobes that are difficult to deal with through image processing. In addition the performance of I 5M deteriorates with the aperture angle, a result of which is that I 5M is difficult to combine with water immersion lens technologies. However, images with a resolution of around 100 nm have been recorded in fixed cells using I 5M.

Multiphoton 4Pi confocal microscopy has been effectively applied to study a range of biological systems. This technique has been applied to structural biology by imaging F-actin fibers in mouse fibroblast which enabled the diameter of the fibres to be determined to a (sub-diffraction limited) accuracy of 200 nm. Schrader et al. demonstrated that multiphoton 4Pi confocal microscopy could be applied to produce 3D images with sub-diffraction resolution. 3D images were constructed of labelled actin filaments within a fibroblast cell by recording a stack of consecutive images. This method was applied to create 3D images of the microtubule network in a fixed mouse fibroblast cell with a resolution of up to 100 nm. These studies contributed to fundamental questions concerning the understanding of structure in cellular systems. However, these studies were made using a glycerol based environment in which the biological material was mounted in order to aid the collection of fluorescence signal. Bahlmann and Hell showed that multiphoton 4Pi confocal microscopy could also be applied to aqueous environments. This opened the way for the study of live cells to be imaged using 4Pi which was achieved by Bahlmann et al. who applied multiphoton 4Pi-confocal microscopy to study membrane stained live Escherichia coli bacteria.
Multifocal multiphoton 4Pi-confocal microscope

In order to create a faster image accumulation time multiple beam scanning has been applied to 4Pi. This approach is known as beam scanning multifocal multiphoton 4Pi-confocal microscopy (MMM-4Pi). Egner et al. used up to 64 4Pi foci to scan across a sample to obtain an image with a 100 nm resolution in all three spatial axes.27 Experimentally, MMM-4Pi is achieved by deflecting an array of 4Pi foci across the specimen with a tilting mirror (galvo) as shown in Fig. 2, the result of which is up to a 15-fold reduction in image acquisition time compared to 4Pi-confocal microscopy.

MMM-4Pi has been successfully applied to study 3D structure in live cells. 3D images of the mitochondrial compartment in yeast cells were obtained using MMM-4Pi with an image resolution of around 100 nm in all three spatial axes in both aqueous and glycerol media enabling the diameters of tubules in the mitochondrial reticulum to be measured with a precision of 150 nm.27 Improvements have been made to the optical set-up of MMM-4Pi to provide 3D images with a spatial resolution of around 80 nm.28 This set-up was applied to produce 3D sub-diffraction limited images of mitochondrial network of live Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells and Golgi-resident GFP fusion proteins of a live mammalian cell.27,28

The significance of non-linearity

The use of non-linear effects has attracted attention due to the potential in such effects to extend further image resolution. In particular a phenomenon called saturation has been utilised to extend the resolution of imaging in a number of fluorescence microscopy techniques.

Stimulated emission depletion fluorescence microscopy

Stimulated emission depletion (STED) fluorescence microscopy utilises the effect of saturated depletion of the fluorescent state of a fluorophore with a focal intensity distribution with a local zero-point, an approach proposed by Hell and Wichmann.30

A STED microscope uses a dual pulse approach, an excitation pulse and a STED pulse. A critical feature of the set up is the utilisation of a spatial phase modulator to control the properties of the STED pulse. The STED beam has an altered transverse mode replicating a TEM_{00} mode, sometimes referred to as the doughnut mode as the pulse possesses no intensity at the centre. The STED and excitation beams are overlapped and directed into a confocal microscope has outlined in Fig. 2. This creates the conditions for stimulated emission depletion.31 In a molecule, the absorption of a photon leads to the population of the fluorescent state S_1. This state may spontaneously decay to the ground state releasing a photon or, through spin–orbital coupling, intersystem cross from the S_1 to a T_1 state. These processes occur in the absence of the STED pulse. The introduction of the STED beam creates the conditions for stimulated emission from the S_1 to the ground state. The distributed fluorophores that encounter the centre of the (doughnut shaped) STED pulse experience no STED intensity and relax spontaneously, however, fluorophores that encounter positive STED intensity which occurs at the edges of the doughnut shaped pulse relax via stimulated emission. Careful spatial and temporal alignment of the excitation and STED pulses and control over the transversal wave modal distribution can establish the criteria for an imaging with a resolution of under 100 nm.31

The enhanced resolution of STED has been applied in several studies to resolve cellular structures under 100 nm in size. STED has been successful in advancing the understanding of neurotransmitter release in the synaptic vesicle membranes by imaging individual vesicles.32 To achieve this Willig et al. applied STED to image individual synaptic vesicles which were too small and densely packed for confocal fluorescence microscopy to resolve. Kittel et al. applied STED to better understand synaptic communication by imaging the molecular organisation of presynaptic active zones during calcium influx-triggered neurotransmitter release.33 STED images enabled better understanding of the role of presynaptic Ca ion channels localisation in vesicle release. Kellner et al. imaged acetylcholine receptor supramolecular aggregates using STED.34 The resolution provided by STED enabled the effect of methyl-β-cyclodextrin on the organisation of acetylcholine receptor aggregates to be studied. Lin et al. undertook STED studies of TRP channel M5 expressing olfactory sensory neurons using GFP expressed labels.35

T-Rex stimulated emission depletion fluorescence microscopy

The resolution of STED can be further enhanced using a technique call T-Rex STED. This method enables an image resolution of 15–20 nm to be achieved.36 The T-Rex STED technique uses the same experimental approach used in STED, but with a much reduced repetition rate.

One of the challenges to maximise image resolution using STED is photo-bleaching, but with STED the more photo-bleaching is reduced the better the image resolution. In STED microscopy two bleaching routes are possible.36 One of them involves the absorption of a photon by a molecule in the S_1 state leading to an S_{1,na} state; another is intersystem crossing of the S_1 state to the T_1 state. It is expected that the bleaching pathway leading to an S_{1,na} state is counteracted by stimulated emission. Bleaching through internal conversion of the S_1–T_1 is very effective in STED as it occurs in a few picoseconds. It is expected that as long as the molecule remains in the singlet system, the STED pulse is able to protect the molecule from photo-bleaching. When the molecule is in the triplet state which is long lived, the molecule will be exposed to a series of intense pump and STED pulses. The absorption cross sections for the triplet state can be large and thus the STED and/or pump pulses can efficiently pump up the molecule to higher triplet states T_{1,na}. To avoid this bleaching mechanism requires minimum excitation when the molecule is in the triplet state. This can be achieved through the use of low laser pulse repetition rates which enables sufficient time for the molecules in the triplet state to return to the ground state. This experimental approach to STED is called triplet relaxation (T-Rex) STED.

T-Rex STED requires that the fluorophore possess a range of specific physical properties such as efficient spin–orbital
interaction, photostability and a high absorption cross section. This notwithstanding T-Rex STED has been demonstrated using a number of different molecular fluorophores e.g. Rhodamine dye Atto532, Dyomics485, Atto465, and carboxyl-Rhodamine 6G. In addition, T-Res STED studies of a number of biosystems have been performed. Using labelled secondary antibodies with Atto532, synaptotagmin I transmembrane synaptic vesicle proteins were imaged revealing protein patches with an image resolution of up to 25 nm. T-Res STED was also applied to study the structure of mammalian interphase nuclei imaging the distribution of a speckle marker protein, SC35 with an Atto532-labelled antibody. The resulting study produced images with resolution sufficient to resolve features which had only been seen previously using electron microscopy.

Saturated structured-illumination microscopy

Saturated structured-illumination microscopy (SSIM) is a technique that can theoretically create unlimited resolution in wide-field using a non-linear fluorescence response and structured light. Using this approach Gustafsson demonstrated an image resolution of 50 nm using dye labelled beads. SSIM centres on the generation of moiré fringes from carefully prepared structured illumination. Moiré fringes are produced when light at a set frequency intersects creating areas of increased intensity. In SSIM it is fluorescence centred moiré fringes that are generated. In order to achieve the best possible image resolution the excitation source should contain high a set of spatial frequencies as possible. However, the preparation and observation of light with spatial frequencies is limited by diffraction. While this indicates that structured light will not lead to spatial enhancement beyond the diffraction limit, SSIM gets around this problem by utilising non-linear excitation processes in a fluorophore. Fringe patterns arising from non-linear emission from fluorophores will contain harmonic frequencies in addition to the fundamental moiré fringes which can result in an increase in the spatial resolution with a theoretically infinite resolution. Gustafsson showed that saturated structured-illumination could be achieved using a picosecond laser light source which was structured using a transmission phase grating and then passed into a wide-field microscope and the resulting fluorescence collected and detected with a CCD camera.

A requirement of this technique however is that the sample be motionless. This indicates that studies of biological systems using SSIM would be challenging, though theoretically possible. While SSIM has not been applied to image biosystems, it has been noted that structured-illumination fluorescence of biosystems has been demonstrated with images of actin cytoskeleton in fixed cells being reported.

Mathematically determined methods

Methods have been created using mathematical algorithms to interpret images obtained using diffraction limited fluorescence microscopy in order to enable spatial determination on the tens of nanometres scale and better. This approach centres on the determination of the PSF for individual fluorophores.

Fluorescence imaging with one nanometre accuracy

Fluorescence imaging with one nanometre accuracy (FIONA) uses images of single fluorophores which are diffraction limited. Mathematical treatment of each fluorophore can be performed to determine their location with extremely high accuracy i.e. 1.5 nm through the determination of the PSF. Studies assessing various algorithms to accurately determine the position of the fluorophores emission spot size have been made. It has been demonstrated quantitatively that a two-dimensional Gaussian function creates the best fit and in this way the position of the fluorophore can be calculated with extremely high accuracy. Studies have shown that noise on an image induced by such phenomena as fluorescent background and camera readout can be minimised by collecting more photons when formulating an image. Using such an approach wide-field fluorescence microscopy studies of individual rhodamine dyes diffusing in a lipid bilayer and single GFP molecules in viscous solutions were tracked with 30 nm precision. Studies using scanning confocal fluorescence microscopy of quantum dots have been able to resolve the distance between two nanocrystals to 6 nm.

FIONA has been applied to image molecular motors in combination with Total Internal Fluorescence Microscopy (TIFM). This approach has enables a spatial determination of 1.5 nm accuracy and has been applied to determine the mechanism of motion in molecular motors myosin V, kinesin, and myosin VI. These studies were able to accurately determine the precise methods of motion in each molecular assembly by being able to measure average step sizes which were typically in the low tens of nanometres. However, imaging using FIONA has limitations. It has been reported that the orientation of the fluorophore molecule can induce a significant error when imaging with this method. A single fluorophore molecule possesses a fixed emission dipole orientation and as a consequence its emission strongly depends on its 3D orientation in space. This can introduce as much as 10 nm error in position determination.

Point accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography

A method for sub-diffraction far-field fluorescence imaging based on the collisional flux of individual fluorophores was demonstrated by Sharonov et al. Point Accumulation for Imaging in Nanoscale Topography (PAINT) is based on monitoring solution diffusing individual fluorophores interaction with the surface of a substrate. This approach is based on each probe that comes into contact with the substrate surface being immobilised and its location monitored with high precision by locating its centroid of its fluorescence by fitting a 2D Gaussian function (as with FIONA). The fluorophore only generates a fluorescence signal when bound to the substrate surface. The specific nature of the binding was reported not to be significant. One of the key aspects to this approach is the requirement to keep the density of probes at the substrate surface dilute, i.e. below one molecule per square micrometre during each observation period.

PAINT has enabled images of lipid bilayers to be recorded with a spatial resolution of 25 nm. These images resolved the contours of these bilayers, and large unilamellar vesicles.
100 nm in diameter. PAINT allows rapid accumulation of images with high spatial resolution with the authors reporting that micrometre-sized images can be recorded in seconds with a spatial resolution down to 25 nm. Each image was estimated to consist of large numbers of fluorophores on the scale of $10^4$ per image. A number of fluorophores were used to generate images demonstrating that a wide selection of probes may be applicable for PAINT imaging. Since labelling with fluorophores is not required the PAINT method can be directly applied to image a range of systems without modifying the experimental approach. However, careful choice of fluorophore is important to enable selectivity in imaging specific objects and systems, for example fluorescently labelled proteins are specific to particular cell compartments. To date PAINT has been used to image the surface of systems, however, it may also be possible to image the interior of systems also by depositing fluorophores beneath the surface to the interior of systems.

Photo-activated localisation microscopy

Betzig et al. demonstrated a technique called photo-activated localisation microscopy (PALM). PALM utilises photo-activatable fluorescent protein molecules to enable ultrahigh resolution images to be produced. PALM utilises methods to resolve spatially the position of fluorophores within a diffraction limited spot by determining the fluorophore centre of fluorescence emission through a statistical fit (based on estimating the PSF). This is in common with both FIONA and PAINT, however PALM uses a method to isolate single molecules at high fluorophore densities based on the serial photo-activation and subsequent bleaching of a photo-activatable protein. Experimentally PALM is performed using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy to specifically target proteins in 50 to 80 nm thin sections and near the surfaces of fixed cells. This approach has been reported to enable the localised molecules within these sections with an accuracy of 10 nm.

In order to create a PALM image a series of images, each with individual fluorophores resolvable, were recorded. These images were analysed and integrated together to form a single final PALM image. This was achieved by taking a consecutive series of images of the sample with an ensemble of fluorophores present in the image window. Following photo-bleaching and then photo-activation individual fluorophores could be resolved and imaged. Betzig et al. recorded a series of images consecutively over a time period of between 2 to 12 hours (with a single image being accumulated for ca. 1 s) in order to acquire a complete image stack that was used to create a single PALM image. Each PALM image was reported to consist of $10^5$ to $10^6$ fluorophore molecules. PALM experiments were performed on a series of fluorophores including green photo-activatable green fluorescent protein, yellow EKaede, Kikume Green-Red and Eos Fluorescent Protein. PALM was used to study proteins bound to the plasma membrane, specifically the dEosFP-fused Gag protein of human immunodeficiency virus 1.

The use of advanced optics

Developments in optics are ever ongoing and have been applied to enable ultrahigh resolution far-field fluorescence imaging.

Optical superlenses and hyperlenses

An approach using specially prepared lens systems referred to as superlens and hyperlens have been proposed and demonstrated to enable fluorescence imaging in the far-field with sub-diffraction limited resolution.

The core of this approach to imaging centres around recovering light waves that carry image information that are lost using traditional lens technology. During imaging information about structures that are smaller than the wavelength of the incident light (i.e. the excitation wavelength in the case of fluorescence) is carried in evanescent waves. The amplitude of these light waves decreases exponentially with distance. As a consequence of this rapid loss in amplitude image resolution in the far-field is lost.

The use of a hyperlens has been demonstrated to enable sub-diffraction limited fluorescence imaging in the far-field. The use of a hyperlens possesses properties that enable evanescent fields to be turned into propagating waves enabling magnified far-field images of sub-wavelength structures. A hyperlens consists of a nanostructured metamaterial with a carefully designed shape that is cylindrical or half-cylindrical in geometry. This material has specifically prepared dielectric constants, specifically it consists of two dielectric materials that possess opposite values in two orthogonal directions. This introduces anisotropy into the lens systems. A consequence of this is that limitations on propagating wavelengths that are characteristic of a conventional, isotropic medium are removed, resulting in no diffraction limit, i.e. theoretically unlimited image resolution. In this way Liu et al. used a curved, periodic stack of silver and aluminium oxide deposited on their half-cylinder cavity to enable sub-diffraction limited images with a resolution of 130 nm to be achieved.

An alternative lens technology that has been proposed to enhance image resolution in far-field imaging is the use of superlenses. Superlenses are made from a single layer of material with a negative refractive index. These lenses work on the principle that instead of converting evanescent waves into propagating waves, a superlens enhances the evanescent waves. It does this by coupling to surface plasmon polaritons that exist on the surface of the superlens. Smolyaninov et al. made a superlens by creating concentric rings of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) on a gold surface. The effect of these rings was to amplify the evanescent waves. Combining a hyperlens with a superlens was then undertaken to enable sub-diffraction limited fluorescence imaging in the far-field.

Liu et al. developed an alternative superlens device by enhancing the conversion from evanescent to propagating waves through the presence of surface corrugations which enable stronger plasmon resonances to occur on the lens surface. This approach to wide-field imaging is very recent and has not been applied to image biosystems. To date the use of superlens and/or hyperlens technology has only been used to image lithography defined artificial systems such as nanowires.
in order to demonstrate sub-diffraction limited resolution. This approach offers a potentially inexpensive route for ultrahigh fluorescence imaging in the far-field.

Discussion and future prospects

The contribution to biology

Fluorescence imaging with ultrahigh resolution has enabled advances in the understanding of structure and processes in a number of biosystems to be made (see Table 1).

The ultrahigh image resolution achievable using SWFM has enabled better understanding of fundamental questions related to structural biology and also to protein biology. A series of studies of live systems using SWFM enabled insights into cellular structure to be made. Studies of 3T3 fibroblasts using SWFM provided the increase in resolution above that of traditional fluorescence microscopy to enable myosin aggregate features to be resolved more clearly. A further demonstration of the effectiveness of SWFM to advance the understanding of structural biology was made by determining the thickness of lamellipodia of migrating fibroblasts. The reported thickness was measured to be under 200 nm, a resolution better than that obtained with diffraction limited fluorescence microscopy. In addition to the understanding of structural biology advances in the understanding of protein dynamics have been made. SWFM has been applied to study the diffusive motion of DNA-containing chromatin in live cells and isolated nuclei. This study centred on imaging processes involving histone proteins and DNA which occurred on 100 nm length scales, something not possible using diffraction limited fluorescence microscopy.

At the same time as studies using SWFM were being performed the first set of studies applying 4Pi to biosystems were also being undertaken. A series of studies were performed which addressed fundamental questions relating to structural biology in stained and living systems through both 2D and 3D imaging using a wide range of fluorophores. MMM-4Pi imaging enabled 3D mapping of live eukaryotic cells with an image resolution of 100 nm. This study enabled the morphology and the size of mitochondrial compartments to be determined. The effect of different growth media on the cellular structure was studied. The mitochondria of cells were shown to be sensitive to growth media as determined through the structure of the branched tubular reticulum. 3D sub-diffraction limited images of Golgi-resident GFP fusion proteins of a live mammalian cell were performed using 4Pi microscopy with an image resolution of around 100 nm. This enabled detailed visualisation of the distribution of Golgi in all 3 spatial dimensions. This study was taken further through the application of dual-color 4Pi imaging of double stained Golgi stacks in a mammalian cell. This enabled greater insight into the distribution of Golgi enzymes to be resolved by being able to discriminate between two enzyme types.

A series of recent studies have demonstrated that the ultrahigh image resolution achievable using STED can enable better understanding of neuroscience and structural biology. STED has been successful in advancing the understanding of neurotransmitter release in the synaptic vesicle membranes by imaging individual vesicles. Imaging of individual synaptic vesicles which were too small and densely packed for confocal fluorescence microscopy to resolve was achieved. Better understanding of neuro-organisation was achieved by studying the TRP channel M5 expressing olfactory sensory neurons using GFP expressed labels as well as studying synaptotagmin I transmembrane synaptic vesicle proteins which revealed protein patches with an image resolution of 25 nm. In addition to structural information, understanding of fundamental neuro-processes was also advanced using STED. Better understanding of synaptic communication was achieved by imaging the molecular organisation of presynaptic active zones

Table 1  List of ultrahigh resolution fluorescence imaging studies of biological systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Biological system studied</th>
<th>Image resolution/ nm</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Axial</td>
<td>Lateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWFM</td>
<td>Living growth phase 3T3 fibroblasts containing a fluorescent analogue of smooth myosin II</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distribution of α-smooth muscle actin in antibody stained dry cells</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diffusive motion of DNA-containing chromatin in live cells and isolated nuclei</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thickness of the lamellipodia of migrating fibroblasts in living cells</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biological nanostructures in living cells</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Pi</td>
<td>F-actin fibers in fixed mouse fibroblast cells stained using phalloidin-TRITC</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Immunolabelled microtubule network in fixed NIH3T3 cells.</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GFP-labelled mitochondrial compartment of live Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mitochondrial network of live Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells labelled with GFP</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Golgi apparatus of a live mammalian cell labelled with GFP</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Microtubules in fixed PtK2 cells labelled with CdSe quantum dots and Oregon Green</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STED</td>
<td>GFP-labelled rotavirus-derived particles and kidney epithelial PtK2 cell</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual synaptic vesicle labelled with Atto532-labelled antibodies</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drosophila neuromuscular junction stained with monoclonal antibody Nc82</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acetylcholine receptor supramolecular aggregates stained with Alexa594-α-bungarotoxin</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRPM5-expressing olfactory sensory neurons labelled with expressed GFP</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synaptotagmin I, a transmembrane synaptic vesicle protein labelled with Atto532</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distribution of proteins SC35 in interphase nuclei labelled with an Atto532 antibody</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAINT</td>
<td>Distribution of unilamellar vesicles in lipid bilayers and a supported bilayer.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALM</td>
<td>Lysosomal transmembrane protein CD63 tagged with iPA-FP Kaeue.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* SWFM is standing wave fluorescence microscopy, STED is stimulated emission depletion fluorescence microscopy, PAINT is point accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography, PALM is photo-activated localisation microscopy.
during calcium influx-triggered neurotransmitter release. Better understanding of the role of presynaptic Ca ion channels localisation in vesicle release was also achieved. In addition to neuron based systems STED has been applied to image other biosystems. The structure of mammalian interphase nuclei was imaged showing the distribution of a speckle marker protein, SC35 with an Atto532-labeled antibody. The resulting study produced images with resolution sufficient to resolve features which had only been seen previously using electron microscopy.

Studies of biosystems using SSIM, PAINT and PALM have been made but are confined to a single example for each imaging method. SSIM has successfully imaged actin cytoskeleton in fixed cells. PAINT has imaged lipid bilayers with a spatial resolution of 25 nm which enabled contours of these bilayers, and large unilamellar vesicles 100 nm in diameter, to be resolved. PALM has imaged plasma membrane using the dEosFP-fused Gag protein of human immunodeficiency virus 1.

It is noted that the ultrahigh resolution information that was obtained using the techniques mentioned above can be potentially obtained using other imaging techniques such as near-field and scanning probe methods. However, a number of significant advantages are attainable when imaging using far-field methods. Ultrahigh resolution far-field fluorescence techniques enable imaging of living systems, which is not possible using scanning probe methods such as TEM. Scanning probe methods are surface sensitive and are in general not applicable for imaging within living cells. Optical near-field methods such as SNOM also possess limitations. The depth at which these methods can image is relatively limited. In addition 3D imaging is not feasible using near-field methods.

Comparison of experimental approaches

A comparison of each experimental approach’s strengths and weakness has been outlined in Table 2. Arguably the simplest experimental systems are methods centring on the determination of the PSF for individual fluorophores. No changes are required to standard fluorescence microscopes’ optical arrangements with the creation of images with ultrahigh resolution generated through mathematical treatment of diffraction limited images. However, work on understanding and improving mathematical methods to interpret diffraction limited images has shown that the positional determination performed by fitting a Gaussian to the emission intensity distribution of the fluorophore is open to error of up to 10 nm in determining spatial position induced through flux in the orientation of the fluorophore’s emission dipole. This existing excellent sub-diffraction limited resolution can be obtained. A key advantage of this approach is that it is a wide-field method enabling fast image accumulation times. PAINT uses this approach to generate micrometre-sized images which were reported to be recorded in seconds with a spatial resolution of ca. 25 nm. However, careful choice of fluorophore is important to enable selectivity in imaging specific objects and systems. While presently PAINT has been used to image the surfaces of biosystems it may also be possible to image the interior of systems by depositing fluorophores to specific areas with the interior of the system under study. PALM in contrast requires a more involved experimental system based on a conventional TIRFM system and photo-active labels. In addition PALM requires long image accumulation times—as long as 12 hours. Future developments in PALM are expected to arise from improvements in the properties of the fluorophore used. Enhanced photo-stability, efficient photo-activation and higher quantum yield of fluorescence will all contribute to better PALM images and shortened accumulation times. Improvements in mathematical algorithms will potentially enable more efficient extraction of data, reducing accumulation times and providing better image resolution.

Sub-diffraction limited imaging based on linear fluorescence measurements e.g. the experimental methods of SWFM, 4Pi and IMM are challenging experimental methods. These experimental approaches require two very carefully aligned objectives with only ultrathin samples being applicable for imaging. In addition these methods produce poor quality images which require the use of carefully chosen optics and image processing algorithms to enhance image quality. However, work has been undertaken to improve experimental methodology. SWFM when used in combination with TIFR produces an improvement in image resolution by utilising the properties of evanescent waves. The resulting technique, SW-TIRFM, has an axial resolution of 100 nm and is a much simpler experimental method based on a single objective. However, the penetration depth of the evanescent wave limits the range of systems that are applicable for study. 4Pi has evolved a number of methods to improve image resolution, quality and image accumulation time. IMM-4Pi is arguably the most developed of the 4Pi techniques with the fast accumulation time, high spatial resolution and the use of confocal and multiphoton excitation to enhance image quality. However, IMM-4Pi is a complex and expensive experimental approach. Recent developments in the use of single photon excitation and the use of cheap optics offer the opportunity that 4Pi can become experimentally simpler and cheaper. Lang et al. showed that one-photon fluorescence excitation, in place of multiphoton excitation, using novel semi-aperture optics can generate good quality images. The utilisation of one-photon fluorescence in place of multiphoton excitation not only simplifies the experimental set-up for 4Pi but also reduces the image accumulation time as more fluorescence signal is generated.

The application of non-linear techniques STED and SSIM have demonstrated excellent image resolution. STED can be built using relatively inexpensive laser diodes, through these are required to match the fluorophore and as a consequence restrictions on the choice of fluorophore are present. In addition to this STED is a challenging experimental technique as preparing the beams with customised transverse wave properties is non-trivial. The image resolution of the STED technique is limited by the stability of the fluorophores used. However, a range of fluorophores have been successfully used to study a range of biosystems with image resolution under 100 nm. Improvements in the image resolution of STED has been demonstrated by using fluorophores that phosphoresce.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Positive aspects</th>
<th>Negative aspects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWFM</td>
<td>High spatial resolution down to 100 nm has been achieved. The technique enables high imaging speeds, based on wide-field imaging, with accumulation times well under 1 s.</td>
<td>Ultrathin samples with a thickness of the order of the wavelength of the excitation light are required. Experimentally image quality is limited by defocusing, aberrations and irregularities on surfaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Pi</td>
<td>Image resolution of &lt;100 nm has been achieved. Imaging algorithms have been developed to enhance image resolution. A wide range of fluorophores have been successfully imaged. The technique enables 3D images to be constructed.</td>
<td>In order to achieve good image quality complex experimental set-ups involving co-focalisation and multiphoton excitation are required. Samples are required to be ultrathin, of the order of 200 nm. Long accumulation times are also required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STED</td>
<td>Image resolution of &lt;30 nm has been achieved. The technique has been applied to a wide range of fluorophores. A range of biosystems have been imaged using this technique. Relatively inexpensive experimental set-up based on diode lasers. The use of multi-colour imaging has been achieved.</td>
<td>Confocalisation is required for the highest spatial resolution leading to long image accumulation times. Photo-bleaching of fluorophores is a problem that limits resolution. Experimental challenges creating the required optical transverse modes and pulse are present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSIM</td>
<td>Unlimited image resolution is possible using SSIM. Wide-field imaging leading to fast image accumulation times. Relatively inexpensive experimental set-up.</td>
<td>A requirement of this technique however is that the sample be motionless. SSIM has not been applied to image biosystems. Image reconstruction is required. Fluorophores are required to be diluted for imaging, significantly reducing its potential for routine bio-imaging. Orientation of the fluorophore molecule can induce a significant error when imaging with this method.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIONA</td>
<td>Position of the fluorophore emission can be determined with extremely high accuracy i.e. 1.5 nm. Wide-field imaging leading to fast image accumulation times.</td>
<td>A liquid interface was utilised in this technique. Mathematically estimation of individual fluorophore position is required. Careful choice of fluorophore is important to enable selectivity in imaging specific objects and systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAINT</td>
<td>High spatial resolution of ca. 25 nm has been achieved. Images can be accumulated quickly with micrometre-sized images recorded in seconds. A wide selection of probes may be applicable for PAINT imaging. Labelling with fluorophores is not required.</td>
<td>Special photo-activatable fluorophores are required. Fluorophore stability limits imaging. Very long image accumulation times. Thin sample sections of 50 to 80 nm in height are imaged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALM</td>
<td>Relatively simple experimental set-up based on a TIRF microscope. This approach has been reported to enable the localisation of molecules within these sections with an accuracy of 10 nm.</td>
<td>The lenses are difficult to obtain as they are not yet commercially available. Have not been applied to image biosystems using this experimental approach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL</td>
<td>Theoretically unlimited resolution can be achieved. Potentially inexpensive experimental method. Either confocal or wide-field is possible with this approach.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SWFM is standing wave fluorescence microscopy, STED is stimulated emission depletion microscopy, PAINT is point accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography, PALM is photo-activated localisation microscopy, SSL is super and/or hyper-lens based techniques.
rather than fluoresce, this approach being called T-Rex STED. The use of multicolour imaging enables more detailed studies of biosystems. The challenge of multicolour imaging of fluorophore sets in STED have began to be addressed. Donnert et al. have recently demonstrated a new development in STED using a two-colour approach. This approach uses two fluorophores that are spectrally distinct. Specifically, green and red emitting fluorophores were used which on the basis of their wavelengths produced different PSF values, with a lateral resolution of 25 nm for the green and 65 nm for the red fluorophores. This ultrahigh resolution spot size in combination with colocalisation understanding of the fluorophores opens up new opportunities for the understanding of biological systems. In contrast to STED (which has been applied to a number of biosystems), SSIM has only been applied to image a single biosystem (actin cytoskeletons). Studies on other biological systems would demonstrate a wider applicability of this experimental approach. SSIM uses relatively inexpensive optical components but the experiment itself is non-trivial with control over the wave patterns and image analysis challenging. However, this approach is attractive as it offers theoretically unlimited resolution.

The use of optical hyperlens and/or superlens technology has been shown to enable ultrahigh resolution fluorescence imaging in the far-field. This approach is attractive as it enables an inexpensive route for imaging with high resolution. Challenges in obtaining or making the lens are present as to date no commercial lenses of this type are available. However, potential exists for this approach to substantially contribute to the future development of ultrahigh resolution fluorescence imaging in the far-field.

The role of the fluorophore

The choice of fluorophore is important in general for all fluorescence based techniques, and in particular for saturable absorption based techniques as the physical properties of the fluorophore are more demanding. Organic molecules have been used successfully in many studies but are prone to photo-bleaching and are required to be chemically added to the biological system limiting their applicability to living cells. Proteins such as GFP are alternative labelling systems that can be used as genetically encoded markers. Protein mutagenesis offers a method to create fluorophores with tailored optical properties, reducing many of the problems associated with organic molecules. Quantum dots are another class of fluorophore that has been utilised. These materials are very photo-stable, possess a large Stokes shift between their absorption and emission and can be made with a very wide range of wavelengths. Quantum dots are semiconductors made from metals such as cadmium and selenium and are poisonous to living systems. In addition adding quantum dots to biosystems is non-trivial. However, quantum dots have been applied successfully to single tissue sections of biopsies for assessing malignant tumours and in 4Pi and STED microscopy. Developments in fluorophore technology are being applied successfully to single tissue sections of biopsies for imaging in the far-field.

The diffraction limit and optical microscopy

Optical microscopy techniques based on multiphoton microscopy techniques such as second harmonic generation (SHG), sum frequency generation (SFG) microscopy and coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) microscopy are increasingly being applied to imaging of biosystems. The image resolution of these techniques is limited by the diffraction limit to a spatial resolution of the order of the excitation wavelength. These techniques are attractive as they enable information to be obtained that is not attainable using fluorescence based methods. CARS microscopy is a non-linear optical imaging technique in which pump and Stokes laser beams at different frequencies interact with a sample to produce an anti-Stokes (CARS) signal. This signal is strong when the frequency difference of the lasers corresponds to a Raman-active molecular vibration. CARS can produce images with strong contrast that chemically distinguish a specimen from its background. A key advantage with CARS is that no fluorophores are required for imaging with this method. However, high laser intensities are required for imaging, making photo-bleaching an issue. In addition the experimental set-up is non-trivial and requires expensive laser based equipment. Nevertheless this method has been applied successfully to image a number of biosystems. Second harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy is a multiphoton technique that requires a polarizable material with non-centrosymmetric symmetry. SHG microscopy is a powerful method of investigating structures such as well-ordered protein assemblies including lipid membranes and muscle myosin. Using SHG it is possible to produce 2D or 3D images using a scanning confocal microscopy based technique. Furthermore, SHG imaging using fluorophores can also be performed which enables images to be recorded in systems with no well-ordered structure. However, image accumulation times are long and images require significant deconvolution to recover image resolution. Photo-bleaching is a significant challenge as is the reduced number of molecular probes that are available for SHG compared to the number of fluorophores available for fluorescence microscopy. Sum frequency gain (SFG) imaging is a non-linear optical process where a pulsed visible laser beam is overlapped with a tunable, pulsed IR laser beam to generate a signal at the sum frequency. SFG like SHG requires non-centrosymmetric symmetry. The SFG provides a vibrational spectrum of the species under investigation. This method of imaging is prone to photo-bleaching and requires long accumulation times. In order to obtain the vibrational information, images at a series of wavenumbers are required extending accumulation times. While all of these methods have been applied to image systems using near-field methods which have successfully enabled an image resolution well beyond the diffraction limit, to date no advances have been made to image with a resolution using these techniques beyond the diffraction limit in the far-field.
The chemical characterisation ability provided through the vibrational sensitivity with methods such as SFG is attractive and provides in-depth understanding of the chemical constituents of the material under investigation. However, such techniques are diffraction limited. However, advances in overcoming the diffraction limit in molecular vibration sensitive far-field optical techniques are attractive for imaging and are being pursued. An example of this is far-field infrared super-resolution microscopy which combines a fluorescence microscope and time-resolved transient fluorescence detection IR spectroscopy. This technique enables IR imaging beyond the diffraction limit. The image resolution that can be obtained using this method is twice better than the diffraction limit for the IR wavelengths achieved through the use of visible laser excitation. This technique demonstrates that fluorescence based imaging can possess vibrational sensitivity and that imaging in this way can enable ultrahigh resolution. However, this approach is difficult experimentally to achieve and the image resolution may be theoretically determined by the visible excitation wavelengths used, thus it will be challenging to significantly improve the image resolution using this experimental approach.

Optical near-field techniques have enabled fluorescence images with a resolution well beyond the diffraction limit to be obtained. Scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) combines high-resolution scanning probe methods with fluorescence microscopy to enable ultrahigh resolution fluorescence imaging. In SNOM the near-field optical probe is typically 20–120 nm in diameter. This aperture forms the resolution limit which is much smaller than the wavelength of the excitation light, thus providing sub-diffraction limited imaging. The generation of tips with such small apertures is demanding. The probe emits light that consists mostly of evanescent waves instead of propagating waves. As a result of this the probe can excite fluorophores only within a layer of <100 nm from the probe i.e. in the ‘near-field’ region. This limits significantly the studies that can be performed using SNOM, typically confining this method to surface related studies of biosystems. In addition, as it is a scanning probe based method, using SNOM to study soft, rough and motile surfaces, such as the plasma membrane of living cells, is very challenging. However, SNOM has been applied to study a wide range of biological systems as is outlined in ref. 68. The far-field ultrahigh resolution fluorescence methods that have been outlined above have comparable image resolution. Far-field based studies however enable studies of sub-surface structure for example being able to study internal cellular structure, something not possible at distances greater than 100 nm using SNOM. 3D imaging is also possible using far-field methods, something which is not possible using SNOM. Also the study of rough and soft surfaces is possible using far-field methods.

Future directions

Combining experimental methods is a powerful method to improve image resolution as has been shown for SWFM which when combined with TIRF microscopy produces an enhanced microscopy technique SW-TIFRM as outlined above. A technique that combines STED and 4Pi has been reported. It was shown that combining STED and 4Pi produces an enhancement in resolution and has been applied to image membrane-labelled bacteria and microtubules in fixed mammalian cells. This was done in order to enhance image resolution. This approach however has been surpassed by developments in STED such as TReStED which produce better image resolution with a relatively simpler and inexpensive experimental set-up, which in addition does not require thin films and is not constrained by demands for refractive index changes.

To fully understand biosystems the study of their dynamic processes is required. Wide-field techniques such as SSIM and SWFM do allow for rapid image accumulation. Temporal resolution however is a challenge for confocal based techniques such as 4Pi and STED where scanning is required to create an image. A method based on line scanning has been shown to enable high-speed (100 frames per second) data imaging using confocal microscopy. This approach can potentially lead to faster data acquisition in both 4Pi and STED techniques, opening up the possibility that these techniques may have accumulation times comparable to wide-field methods.

It has been demonstrated that STED based imaging can allow information about the orientation of immobilised single molecules to be obtained. This enables STED to be applied to orientation sensitive imaging in addition to spatial imaging of the fluorophore. Dedecker et al. outlined that, based on the vector diffraction theory of light, the use of doughnut modes can yield information about the orientation of immobilised single molecules allowing orientation sensitive imaging. This approach potentially enables information about fluorophore orientation as well as location to be extracted, extending the information that can be obtained using STED. In addition to this, the authors proposed that the information in regard to orientation can be used to extend image resolution.

Studies at cryogenic temperatures offer a future direction in the development of ultrasensitive and ultrahigh resolution fluorescence microscopy. Low temperature measurements utilising the absence of phonon broadening lead to narrowing of the fluorescence emission wavelengths. In addition increased fluorescence quantum yield and improved photostability are also expected. This will enable reduced image accumulation times and higher image quality. All of these factors are very attractive for ultrahigh resolution fluorescence imaging. While the use of cryogenic temperatures does not allow the study of living cells, this approach is applicable for fixed cells.

Enderlein demonstrated a far-field fluorescence microscopy technique that provided sub-diffraction limited imaging based on fluorescence decay. The technique, referred to as dynamic saturation optical microscopy, uses the observed temporal dynamics of the fluorescence signal to provide information about the spatial distribution of fluorophores. This technique has enabled images with a resolution five times better than the diffraction limit. This approach can potentially be used in conjunction with other techniques to enable improvements in image resolution and offers interesting future directions in far-field fluorescence imaging.
Implications for Abbe’s rule

The implications of linear and non-linear far-field fluorescence microscopy imaging techniques for Abbe’s rule was discussed by Stelzer. It has been noted by Stelzer that images with sub-diffraction resolution obtained using the non-linear far-field fluorescence imaging techniques of STED and 4Pi could be interpreted not as images that possessed a resolution that broke the diffraction limit but as images that more accurately determined position. This line of argument does not extend to SWFM and structured illumination spectroscopy as these experimental approaches are based on the interference of light and do not break the diffraction limit as set by Abbe.5 Photo-activated localisation microscopy likewise does not break the diffraction limit as this technique utilises mathematical analysis of individual fluorophores present at the diffraction limit in order to construct an image with sub-diffraction resolution. Hell, in discussing the diffraction limit and far-field ultrahigh resolution fluorescence microscopy, pointed out that breaking Abbe’s rule requires being able to discern the number of fluorophores that may be present from a densely packed structure of biological systems. These techniques, together with those of interference based methods and methods based on the use of advanced optics such as hyperlenses, enable an image resolution far beyond that which would be estimated using Abbe’s rule. Today, the significance of Abbe’s rule to microscopy is increasingly being marginalised.

Conclusion

Far-field fluorescence microscopy is an important and extensively utilised tool for imaging biological systems. However, the image resolution that can be obtained has a limit as defined through the laws of diffraction. The demand in biology for improved resolution has stimulated research into developing methods to image beyond the diffraction limit based on far-field fluorescence microscopy techniques. This review has outlined notable emerging techniques that enable far-field fluorescence imaging with ultrahigh resolution. In addition the application of these techniques to biology and future possible trends and directions in far-field fluorescence imaging with ultrahigh resolution has also been outlined.
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